Students and student organizations are invited to prepare exhibits of interest to the Dartmouth community for display along Berry Main Street. This location offers several options, including the “Brickway” for hanging posters and space at the south end of Berry Main Street (just inside the entrance from Baker) for small freestanding displays.

Although some exhibits may be associated with campus events, these should go beyond simply publicizing a program or event and should provide some history of or context for the topic.

Individual students or student groups need to have a faculty or staff sponsor who will be responsible for overseeing the content and production of the exhibit. The faculty or staff sponsor is responsible for proofreading and signing off on the exhibit before materials are printed.

Students or student organizations curating exhibits are responsible for the cost of printing posters. Information on pricing of posters can be found on the Evans Map Room web site at: http://www.dartmouth.edu/~library/maproom/

Students are required to consult with Dennis Grady, the Baker-Berry exhibits designer, ahead of time on the design of their exhibit and share the final version with him for review before printing.

The Brickway accommodates posters up to 42” wide. A typical length is 72” but these can be any length. The cable from which posters are hung is 124” above the floor.

The south end of Berry Main Street is suitable for small freestanding displays. Exhibitors are responsible for leaving the exhibit area in its original condition, i.e., no mounting materials or adhesive residue should be left behind.

Available equipment:
Small wooden table: 26” x 19” x 29.5” height on casters;
iMan with iMac for interactive presentations;
Large bulletin board on casters;
Large plasma screen with Mac Mini;
Easels

Those interested in displaying their ready-to-hang artwork in the Berry 183 gallery should contact Laura Barrett, Director of Education and Outreach, at 646-3998.

Contacts:
Andi Barzelstein, Education & Outreach Librarian, 646-3191
Dennis Grady, Library Exhibits Designer, 646-9330
If you’re interested in exhibiting artwork in the Novack Café contact Laura Graveline, Visual Arts Librarian, at 646-6469.

Day of the Dead exhibit, sponsored by Ballet Folklorico de Dartmouth, south end of Berry Main Street, 2012

Pan Asian community exhibit, sponsored by the Office of Pan Asian Student Advising, south end of Berry Main Street, 2013

Student Stories exhibit, sponsored by the Inter-Community Council (OPAL), south end of Berry Main Street, 2013

Amos Kennedy exhibit, Brickway, 2013

Phi Beta Kappa exhibit, Brickway, 2012